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KITTA SPANNER x1

ASSEMBLY NOTES:
---
FIRST - Read these in full (boring, I know) and watch the video.

Start from the bottom, keep it playful, try a few simple shapes to 
get a feel for it.

The drawing on the left is just one of many configurations. If you 
are feeling stuck, try making this first.

Start with a medium shelf and thread the dowels marked in grey 
onto the shelf.

IMPORTANT - Be gentle, the timber threads don't like being 
overtightened, so twist until firm and secure but no need for 
heroics; you will strip the threads.

THREAD BALM - The threads wear-in with use and may be 
tight in the first few builds. Apply a little THREAD BALM 
beeswax to each male thread the first time you use them. The 
threads will thank you for it!

TEAR-OUT - Some threads have little bit chips and tear-out 
(we are pushing what timber can do) don't be concerned but if 
you do find parts that don't thread on we will replace them.

WE WANT YOUR FEEDBACK - You're one of the first people 
to ever have a KittaParts so if you find anything difficult, we want 
to know about it. Same applies if you have any brilliant ideas 
for accessories, spare parts etc. We are actively developing 
this system and will be offering more and more parts as time 
goes by.

It's been amazing to see what you create so please send us 
photos of your configuration and use the tag #kittaparts on 
Instagram!
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